
Geometry Dash

*Geometry Dash is a rhythm-based platforming game developed by Robtop Games.

*

### Brief Overview Of The Game

In this iOS rhythm-based platforming game, you will have 21 different official levels that you can

play that is over officially developed.

There are also a nearly unlimited number of player-created stages and a custom level creation tool

so you can create your own stages for other players to play from around the world.

All of the official design stages include a unique background music choice.

One of the design elements that’s kept this game so popular for so many years since it was first

released in 2013 is the prolific user-based content community.

That means there is still new content being developed today, and you can also add to it if you

would like.

### Gameplay Analysis:

Rhythm-based platforming can be an incredibly addictive genre if it is done well.

In this game, you use your touchscreen to control your player, where you can decide when to

jump.

Your character will move across the screen from left to right at a variable pace with no control.

Your only task is to keep your character alive as long as possible by avoiding obstacles.

You will need to jump over certain obstacles and slide under other obstacles.

Your player's character will take on different forms over time that have different types of

behaviors.

This design element adds an even further level of complexity to the gameplay to keep things

interesting even as you get more comfortable with a particular player model.

The level creation tool allows you to express your creativity more than nearly any other iOS game.

### Final Verdict

Geometry Dash is already one of the most controversial games to be released for iOS.



People who enjoy the game typically love it and hail it as one of the most innovative titles to ever

be released on the platform.

While the people who do not enjoy the game have found that it is uninspiring and seems to be

rather, dull all you do is click one button.

The complexity of the game does seem to be lost on people who cannot appreciate rhythmic

subtleties.

However, for people that have a good sense of rhythm or enjoy rhythmic activities, this is probably

one of the best games to tantalize the senses that have ever been released on any platform.

*If you want to start enjoying more rhythmic gaming on your iOS device today, it’s definitely worth

trying.*

Advantages / Disadvantages

Exciting Story-line with Exciting In-Game Characters, Levels,

and Game MechanicsIncludes a Social Network that is driven

by the CommunityPlayers can Utilize the Convenient In-Game

Interface to Progress through GardenscapesGardenscapes

can be Played in Offline Mode without a WiFi Internet

Connection

Gardenscapes has a Few Minor

Glitches and Crashes


